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High Performance Computing Built for the Cloud

Empowering new product development teams to innovate faster is front and 
center in an enterprise’s strategy to stay competitive. Yet commercializing 
science & engineering breakthroughs is increasingly difficult. According to 
Gartner’s 2021 R&D Leadership Council Report, 90% of R&D leaders find 
accelerating new technologies to support new product development to be 
difficult, despite it being a top priority.  

A primary reason for this challenge is the increasing complexity and 
sophistication of engineered products - from aircrafts to molecules. The 
computational science and engineering methods that make these new 
products possible rely on high performance computing (HPC). 

In the broader enterprise, digital transformation has changed the way people 
work and collaborate, made possible by cloud. However, this transformation 
is only starting to take place in engineering and R&D, and organizations 
adopting cloud HPC via a lift-and-shift of existing practices are not realizing 
the productivity gains they were looking for.

Digitally transforming engineering and R&D requires a fundamental 
reconceptualization of HPC practices - from focusing on optimization of 
HPC hardware, to optimization of R&D throughput.

In this new approach, software, hardware, and cloud considerations are all in 
service to making engineers successful, taking full advantage of capabilities 
that only cloud can make possible. In this paper, we describe five strategies 
that represent a fundamental departure from traditional HPC practices that 
have been proven to help organizations accelerate engineering innovation.

Five Winning Strategies to Accelerate Engineering Innovation

Introduction

From Hardware-centric to User-centric - solving for ease of use for 
researchers and optimize their productivity.

From Inflexible to Unlimited - providing the broadest optionality on the 
tools and deployment models that can be used.

From Siloed to Connected - unifying the islands of analysis to enable 
multi-team collaboration and sharing of best practices.

From Static to Intelligent -  making prudent cost-performance tradeoff 
decisions among the many options available in the cloud.

From Manual to Automated - operationalizing policy-based control to 
ensure security and compliance while empowering engineers

"There is no business strategy 
without a cloud strategy, and 
there is no real cloud strategy 
without paying close attention 
to the business outcomes that 
you're trying to accomplish.”

David Smith
Gartner Distinguished VP,  
Enterprise Architecture & 

Technology Innovation 

Digitally transforming 
engineering and R&D requires 
a fundamental 
reconceptualization of HPC 
practices - from focusing on 
optimization of HPC 
hardware, to optimization of 
R&D throughput.  
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State of Cloud and HPC 
Industry analysts indicate demand for HPC is increasing, with the adoption of cloud HPC accelerating. The global 
HPC market is estimated to reach $60 billion by 2025 from $40 billion in 2021, according to market research firm, 
Intersect360.  The firm projects that cloud HPC will continue to grow at over a 20% Compound Annual Growth 
Rate (CAGR) through 2027 to reach an estimated $9 billion. Key factors accelerating cloud HPC include the use of 
deep learning and AI capabilities, and the need for more flexible architecture options to best run an increasing set 
of workloads. A key advantage of cloud is the ecosystem that provides faster access to the latest technologies, 
hardware, and applications.

72%
of organizations using 
on-premises HPC 
reported delayed or 
cancelled HPC jobs due 
to lack of resources

Source:  Hyperion Research, 2020

The cloud hit a tipping point for HPC in 2019, according to Hyperion Research.  So it’s no longer a question of 
whether HPC will transition to cloud, but how fast the HPC transition to cloud will be. For the 2022-2023 period, 
the firm predicted a second tipping point of HPC cloud spending driven by performance, ease of use, and a 
significant uptick in AI workloads. Organizations are already showing signals of accelerating cloud adoption. 
Rescale’s 2022 State of Computational Engineering Report found that most organizations (78%) are already using 
cloud to some degree, while half of organizations are using cloud consistently.

Source: Big Compute 2021 State of Cloud HPC Report

Data Center Challenges Impact New Product 
Development…

Source:  Hyperion Research, 2020

… While An Explosion Of New Architectures Are 
Available In The Cloud
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or scientific computing:

Source: 2022 State of Computational Engineering Report

78%
use cloud in 
some way

53%
use cloud 

consistently

Most Have Already Started Their Cloud JourneyCloud HPC Spend is Projected to Grow Aggressively

https://rescale.com/thank-you-for-downloading-2022-state-of-computational-engineering-report/?utm_campaign=2022-state-of-comp-eng-built-for-the-cloud-ebook&utm_medium=organic&utm_source=website&utm_content=&utm_term=
https://rescale.com/2021-state-of-cloud-hpc-report-thank-you/?utm_campaign=built-for-the-cloud-ebook-2021-state-of-cloud-thank-you&utm_medium=organic&utm_source=website&utm_content=&utm_term=
https://rescale.com/thank-you-for-downloading-2022-state-of-computational-engineering-report/?utm_campaign=2022-state-of-comp-eng-built-for-the-cloud-ebook&utm_medium=organic&utm_source=website&utm_content=&utm_term=
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CIO Priorities for Technology Investments in 2022
The HPC cloud transition to support engineering and R&D is consistent with broader CIO investment priorities. The 
“cloud-first” approach is no longer isolated to ERP and CRM, and now also encompasses engineering and R&D 
workloads. Gartner’s 2022 CIO and Technology Executive Survey found that data intelligence, cloud platforms, and 
application modernization are top investment priorities. Many are going beyond not only using cloud, but 
optimizing their use of cloud. This requires key capabilities around performance and cost analytics, improving 
controls, and automating governance, security, and operations. 

Source:  The 2022 CIO and Technology Executive Agenda: Master Business Composability to Succeed in Uncertain Times

Source: Flexera 2021 State of the Cloud Report

Technology Investment Plans

Top Cloud Initiatives
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Supply chain issues continue to impact HPC vendors' ability to fulfill customer orders. The long 
delay is likely to last for an extended period. As a result, IT is unable to upgrade on-premises HPC 
infrastructures to meet increasing demand from engineering or any ad-hoc spike computing needs. 
This has caused longer wait times for engineers, as well as project delays.

Enterprises’ needs for HPC resources are accelerating. As computational science and engineering 
methods see broader adoption, HPC is seeing increased demand. Additionally, organizations using 
simulation are onboarding new workloads and adopting additional techniques such as multiphysics 
and surrogate ML models, further driving up demand for HPC resources.

Talent shortage for HPC is impacting both HPC vendors and customers. Many enterprises are 
finding that they do not have sufficient expertise to implement new technologies, slowing down their 
IT modernization efforts. Vendors meanwhile are not in a much better position to help.

Proliferation of islands of analysis in organizations. Since traditional HPC approaches employ 
tightly-coupled systems, R&D teams create workload-specific technology stacks focused on their 
needs, generally disconnected from each other. The result has been slower product innovation and 
less collaboration across R&D teams.

Supporting increasingly distributed workforces. Organizations have discovered that remote work is 
often feasible in a post-pandemic world.  For engineering and R&D, the need is to provide anywhere 
access and better collaboration capabilities that provide flexibility and attract more talent.

Why Engineering is Accelerating Cloud Adoption 
With organizations across the business pursuing digital and cloud transformation strategies, engineering and R&D 
are also motivated to shift to the cloud. This transition is accelerating as engineering and R&D are finding that 
their ability to innovate and create new products is severely impacted by traditional HPC practices. 

With HPC as the engine that powers engineering and R&D, the demand for HPC resources continues to rise. To 
serve as the business’s growth and innovation engine, engineering needs to be equipped with new capabilities 
that address several key issues, from managing supply chain challenges to eliminating R&D silos:

“The demand for technology talent maintains a frenetic pace with an emphasis on 
data and analytics, information security, architecture, cloud and engineering.”

Craig Stephenson, Managing Director,
North America Technology Officers Practice at Korn Ferry
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Traditional HPC Limits Innovation in 
Cloud and On-Prem Environments
Businesses recognize the need to bring new product innovations to market 
faster, and that doing so enables capturing greater market share, and 
reduces the risk of being disrupted by competitors. Gartner’s 2021 R&D 
Leadership Council found that for R&D leaders, accelerating new technologies 
for new product development is a top priority. However, 90% of the same R&D 
leaders found doing this difficult. 

There are several reasons for this. Bringing engineered products to market 
makes use of computational science & engineering methods, powered by 
high performance computing (HPC). And HPC is a discipline that has not 
seen major changes in decades. Since HPC first emerged from 
supercomputing, it has been defined by managing expensive and complex 
specialized architectures.

Source: Gartner R&D Leadership Council 2021

90%
of R&D leaders find 
accelerating technologies for 
new product development 
difficult, despite being a top 
priority

This mindset of maximizing utilization, as opposed to maximizing R&D 
throughput, remains a defining characteristic for many HPC 
organizations - including some who are migrating HPC workloads to 
the cloud in a lift-and-shift approach.

Lift-and-shift cloud HPC presents several challenges. First, the fundamental 
benefits of cloud - near-infinite scale, and a broad range of architectures - gets 
ignored. An organization doing traditional HPC with lift-and-shift to cloud may 
no longer need to maintain data centers, but all other aspects of infrastructure 
maintenance, security and administration will grow in complexity. All of this 
without benefiting from cloud’s scale and architecture options.

Second, taking a lift-and-shift mindset to cloud ignores another fundamental 
characteristic of cloud, which is its connectedness. In a world where nearly all 
resources are accessible via APIs, new opportunities around collaboration, 
data sharing, and continuous integration become possible. But doing this 
requires a storage and data strategy that is cloud-aware and user-centric, 
instead of creating yet more islands of analysis and data isolation.

Lastly, taking advantage of cloud requires unprecedented levels of automation 
and analytics. Cloud’s scale and dynamic nature means more possibilities, but 
can also require new skills that many organizations may not have. Traditional 
approaches using scripts and one-off configurations become untenable very 
quickly as new teams are onboarded and new applications are implemented.

The only way for organizations to turn HPC from being a bottleneck into a 
force multiplier for new product innovation, is to employ new levels of 
automation to harness the full potential of cloud operating models to
support R&D.
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HPC Built for the Cloud Enables 
Engineering and R&D Transformation

80%

22%

60%

40%

20%

I have easy access to all the 
computational resources I could 

possibly need

It’s not easy, but I can access 
the computational resources I 

need

Lack of computational resources is 
somewhat impacting what I can do as a 

scientist or engineer

0%

63%

13%

67%

33%

0% 0%

54%
46%

We consistently 
achieve our goals 
on budget

We often achieve 
our goals on 
budget

We often miss our 
goals or run over 
budget

Source:  2022 State of Computational Engineering Report

Among engineering and R&D 
orgs with easy access to 
computing at scale, 

85% 

consistently or often achieve 
their R&D goals.

In contrast, orgs lacking 
access to compute at scale 
are 

31% 
less capable of achieving their 
R&D goals.
Source: Rescale 2022 State of 
Computational Engineering Report

“The seminal use case 
accelerating cloud HPC 
adoption is the ability to 
integrate HPC deeper into the 
digital transformation 
journeys,” says Chirag Dekate, 
VP, Analyst of Gartner. 
“Pioneers including Amazon, 
Google Cloud Platform, 
Microsoft Azure, Oracle Cloud 
Infrastructure, and Rescale 
have devised creative ways of 
curating differentiated HPC 
infrastructure stacks in the 
cloud.”

Source: VentureBeat: “What is HPC-as-a-service  
and why does it matter?”

Impact of computational tools on project success probability

Business technology leaders are looking to adopt cloud HPC to bring digital 
transformation to engineering and R&D. Having seen the power of cloud to 
transform other business functions such as CRM and software development, 
many have now set their sights on driving the same process and productivity 
improvements for engineering and R&D.

There are lessons we can take from other cloud recent enterprise digital 
transformations, that inform how R&D transformation will likely need to 
occur. Although cloud was an enabler of these transformations, the key 
productivity improvements came from changing how users and 
organizations interacted - not from where the compute was running.

Lessons from successful digital transformations tell us that it is a 
fallacy to believe that doing a lift-and-shift of existing HPC practices to 
cloud will bring measurable productivity improvements in R&D.

For example, in software development, new practices of open source and 
social coding tools like Git and Jenkins CI/CD, enabled by cloud services, 
accelerated development. In CRM, cloud-enabled API interfaces created 
cloud-based SaaS ecosystems, which in turn brought unprecedented levels of 
automation and analytics to improve how sales and marketing work together.

The engineering and R&D transformation that technology leaders seek will 
therefore not come from cloud, but from what cloud enables. In Rescale’s
2022 State of Computational Engineering Report, the study found that giving 
engineers access to infinite compute is helpful, but what really drives 
productivity is making access to compute easy.

Technology leaders therefore need to bring SaaS-like simplicity against a 
traditionally complex HPC stack, while harnessing the scale and variety of 
cloud architectures. This means starting from the R&D operating model they 
want, and finding how the cloud can deliver it.
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https://rescale.com/thank-you-for-downloading-2022-state-of-computational-engineering-report/?utm_campaign=2022-state-of-comp-eng-built-for-the-cloud-ebook&utm_medium=organic&utm_source=website&utm_content=&utm_term=
https://rescale.com/thank-you-for-downloading-2022-state-of-computational-engineering-report/?utm_campaign=2022-state-of-comp-eng-built-for-the-cloud-ebook&utm_medium=organic&utm_source=website&utm_content=&utm_term=
https://rescale.com/thank-you-for-downloading-2022-state-of-computational-engineering-report/?utm_campaign=2022-state-of-comp-eng-built-for-the-cloud-ebook&utm_medium=organic&utm_source=website&utm_content=&utm_term=
https://venturebeat.com/2021/02/02/rescale-raises-50-million-to-provide-high-performance-infrastructure-as-a-service-to-enterprises/
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Traditional HPC approaches can be used in data centers or cloud, but the net effect is the same - in both cases, it 
starts with making infrastructure decisions, with downstream implications for the applications used and how 
users work and collaborate.

HPC built for the cloud, on the other hand, starts with the user. All the resources that the user needs are 
instantiated and accessed on demand. These resources can range from hardware (from any cloud provider), to 
application (from any software vendor), to data (from anywhere within the organization), to best practices (shared 
by other users). User objectives dictate the application that is used. And the applications used dictate the 
hardware architecture used, based on cost vs. time-to-solve objectives.

A built-for-the-cloud HPC approach is user-centric, unlimited, connected, intelligent, and automated. We will 
explore each in the following sections.

HPC Built for the Cloud is Distinct from Traditional HPC 
in Five Fundamental Ways

Traditional HPC (On-prem or Cloud) HPC Built for the Cloud
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Today, the most valuable asset in an organization is the engineer or researcher. The productivity of users - not the 
utilization of three-year-old hardware - has a much greater strategic impact to the business. Loss of engineering 
time can mean slower time to market of new products, or less performant products, and can ultimately mean the 
difference between winning or losing in the market.

In a user-centric model, everything that happens in the HPC environment is based on the user’s intentions. The 
HPC environment should automatically provide any policies or data that would help the user make decisions.

For example, an aerospace engineer working on Project Phoenix may be tasked with a new aircraft component 
design with specific aerodynamic and structural objectives. The engineer will need specific data on existing 
designs from which to start, as well as a set of software to perform the analysis. In this scenario, the proper
R&D Context means the software (including version and licensing) is instantly available, templates applying best 
practices are instantly accessible, and the data needed from previous work are already in his shared workspace.

Business Context
Project prioritization with 
budget allocation, and 
admin delegation

IT & HPC Context
Any workstation, software & 
hardware, from anywhere, 
consistent with IT/HPC 
policies

Technology & Industry 
Context
Continuous full-stack 
economic optimization and  
job config optimization

Hardware-centric User-centric

R&D Context
On-demand access to the right 
data, model, software, 
templates, and workflows, or 
any hardware

HPC Built-for-the-Cloud is User-centric

The traditional HPC approach continues to focus on maximizing hardware utilization because IT’s goal has 
typically been to ensure that the usages of hardware justify the cost. With finite computing capacity, IT must 
ensure hardware resources are not wasted. A common tool businesses use in trying to maximize on-premises 
hardware is a scheduler, but schedulers don’t provide an easy interface for accessing the hardware that engineers 
constantly need, and engineers end up competing for hardware availability. 

Traditional HPC is Hardware-centric

From Hardware-centric to User-centric
Five Winning Strategies to Accelerate Engineering Innovation
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Do-it-yourself HPC in the Cloud Rescale Built For the Cloud HPC

Rescale’s approach is to automate the entire stack to make the infrastructure essentially invisible, ensuring the 
optimum architecture is always used consistent with IT policies. Engineers and researchers can simply use a 
browser, upload the software input files, choose or customize recommended hardware, and submit the job in a 
few clicks just as any SasS-like application. The time saved allows them to focus on important engineering tasks.

The proper Business Context for the user is Project Phoenix’s budget and prioritization. For example, Project 
Phoenix may be so critical to the business that the engineer is allowed to use the most performant architectures 
to optimize time-to-solve, run over budget, and use funds allocated to other lower priority projects. He should not 
need to escalate and ask for resources because the HPC environment is aware of business priorities.

The IT & HPC Context speaks to applying policies consistent with company, security or regulatory objectives.  
Perhaps Project Phoenix data should never go beyond a particular geography, or the data should not be allowed to 
be downloaded, or not allowed to be shared outside the team.  A user-centric approach would automatically apply 
these policies so that the user doesn’t need to track whom he should or should not share data with.

Lastly, the Technology & Industry Context is an understanding of how new computing architectures are evolving.  
Perhaps a new architecture from Intel, Nvidia, or AMD has become available and will dramatically change the 
economics of simulations being performed. The user-centric HPC environment should perform full stack 
optimizations factoring in both performance and cost of the new hardware, as well as how using it would change 
the economics of software licensing.

Source: Rescale professional services

Examples of running Ansys Fluent simulation software on cloud infrastructure
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HPC Built for the Cloud is Unlimited

Any Architecture

Choosing the right architecture (e.g., high 
speed interconnect, larger memory, and 
high-clock-rate GPU), can have a significant 
impact on the cost and time-to-solve of 
engineering projects.

Any Cloud Provider

Engineering can choose cloud providers in 
order to take advantage of the unique 
functionality and performance of different 
architectures, based on need. 

Physical, Virtual, or Container

While virtual machines are dominant in 
cloud computing today, containerization 
continues to gain traction. Bare metal 
remains common practice for many data 
center deployments.

Any Application

Engineering and R&D organizations typically 
use several ISVs. Popular applications 
include Ansys, Cadence, Autodesk, 
Synopsys, etc. Engineers may choose from 
hundreds of applications available for a wide 
range of tasks.

Enterprise engineering organizations often use several applications in their use of high performance computing. In 
the 2021 Big Compute State of Cloud HPC Report, the study found that nearly 40% of organizations are using six or 
more vendors. Beyond commercial ISV packages, a significant fraction of computational science and engineering 
orgs make use of in-house developed models, or open source software. The increasing use of AI/ML methods in 
engineering creates additional demands on the types of tools needing support.

From an infrastructure perspective, architecture options in the cloud continue to explode. Architectures such as 
x86, GPU, ARM, RISK-5, and FPGA chip types, provide unique options to optimize the performance of 
computational engineering workloads. Additionally, deployment models can vary from virtual infrastructure (the 
common model for cloud providers), to containers, or even bare metal. The best options suited for each workload 
may come from architectures from different cloud providers.

As the use of HPC grows, HPC organizations will need to support an almost unlimited set of options in order to 
avoid a bottleneck. This can include various software options, deployment models, cloud providers, and even 
geographic regions. 

Traditional HPC is Inflexible

Traditional HPC approaches lead to tightly coupled stacks, with performance optimized for specific software / 
hardware combinations. This tightly coupled approach limits access to different hardware architectures, software 
packages (or software versions), different cloud providers, different cloud provider computing regions, as well as 
whether to use physical, virtual, or container-based infrastructures. Even if HPC / IT organizations want to be 
flexible with traditional HPC approaches, the cost and efforts to provide that flexibility would be cost-prohibitive.

From Inflexible to Unlimited
Five Winning Strategies to Accelerate Engineering Innovation

https://rescale.com/2021-state-of-cloud-hpc-report-thank-you/?utm_campaign=built-for-the-cloud-ebook-2021-state-of-cloud-thank-you&utm_medium=organic&utm_source=website&utm_content=&utm_term=
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With Rescale’s intelligent built-for-the-cloud HPC platform, engineering and R&D users can run workloads of any 
system type, including bare metal, virtualized, or container-based, on the cloud infrastructure of their choice, 
whether it’s private cloud or hybrid or multi-cloud on public cloud service providers.

For workloads on bare metal, Rescale can provide delegation to the scheduler that manages the systems. By 
default, the Rescale platform runs fully virtualized in the cloud and supports all major cloud service providers (i.e., 
AWS, Azure, Google, Oracle). Additionally, Rescale allows users to run any container-based workloads, which can 
be automatically deployed to any cloud infrastructure available on the Rescale platform.  

A Broad Set of High Performance Computing Architectures
 

Memory StorageInterconnectCPU GPU

800+ Applications

Unified API 
job service level assurance

IT business 
management

Control plane 
policy & automation

Full-stack 
performance 
optimization

SW/HW performance 
intelligence

 

HW scale & maturity 
Intelligence

App performance 
tuning

Cost optimization

Application Lifecycle & Licensing Management

Commercial 
applications

Open source 
applications

Custom apps & 
containers

Full-stack  security 
& compliance

E2E encryption

Multi-org data sharing
& isolation

FedRAMP

ITAR

HIPAA

AICPA

SOC2

Cloud Security 
Alliance

R&D automation & 
data management 

Multi-Cloud Infrastructure 

The Rescale Cloud HPC Platform 
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Systems of Record: 
What you are building

Systems of Insight: 
Why you’re building it that way

Rescale provides intelligent computing that integrates multiple systems of computing, storage, applications, data, 
and workflows that support the entire engineering life cycle. The result is unifying the islands of analysis and 
accelerating engineering velocity.

HPC Built for the Cloud is Connected

Traditional HPC is Siloed

Because traditional HPC approaches are based on tightly-coupled and bespoke technology stacks, and focus on 
driving high utilization of expensive computing infrastructure, there is typically little consideration for data sharing, 
collaboration, or integration with other systems.

The result is that organizations that have invested in HPC may find themselves with several islands of analysis - 
individual teams with their own HPC infrastructure, applications, data, and tools that are not easily accessible by 
others. This makes disseminating best practices impractical, and inhibits any digital transformation efforts 
toward engineering and R&D modernization.

From Siloed to Connected
Five Winning Strategies to Accelerate Engineering Innovation

A built-for-the-cloud approach starts with recognizing the inherently connected nature of cloud, and fully exploits 
this property to drive improvements in standardization, engineering velocity, collaboration and performance 
optimization.

In a highly connected environment, best practices including templates, saved workflows, and policy controls can 
be applied across the organization, and across multiple business units. Policy changes (e.g., using new software 
versions or new architectures) can be put into effect instantaneously.

A highly connected environment can also drive significant engineering velocity improvements by immediately 
invoking any resource required by an engineer’s tasks.  For example, an engineer looking to perform a simulation 
or rendering work can instantly access all the compute, storage, or virtual desktop infrastructure they need, along 
with application, data, and workflow templates. With all data sitting on a unified storage fabric, the results can be 
instantly shared with other users, also in the same connected HPC environment.
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A built-for-the-cloud approach to HPC starts from recognizing that intelligence is required to get the most from 
cloud environments. In an environment where new options are added frequently and changes can occur, having 
intelligence on the performance, cost, and other aspects of the HPC environment is key to achieving business 
outcomes and managing risk. Examples of intelligence may include:

● Software and hardware performance intelligence - How do different architectures impact the full stack 
costs of workloads, including software licensing and infrastructure costs, as well as time-to-solve? 

● Pricing, budgeting and planning intelligence - Are projects running on time and on budget? Is projected 
growth in HPC use consistent with budgets and expected HW performance improvements?

● User and simulation workflow intelligence - Are users running workloads properly with the appropriate 
software versions and data? Are they using the proper templates and computational pipelines?  

● Security and compliance intelligence - From where are users logging in worldwide? What data are they 
downloading and uploading against the HPC environment? Are password and timeout policies in force?

Counterintuitively, more expensive 
hardware can sometimes lead to lower 
software spend and overall lower costs.

Optimization can be periodic (e.g., annual), 
or automated continuously as pricing and 
new architectures become available.

Full stack management can reduce 
spend by while maintaining performance, 
or accelerate time-to-answer at the same 
or lower costs.

Alternate hardware scenario costsBaseline full-stack cost

HPC Built for the Cloud is Intelligent

Traditional HPC is Static

Given the traditional tightly-coupled approach to HPC, performance and analytics intelligence was not critical.  
Configurations, once stable and tuned, we not changed often, and there was no reason to, also giving little reason 
to invest in software/hardware performance analytics. Maintaining this approach naturally leads to challenges in 
a dynamic environment like the cloud. In the cloud, new hardware options are added frequently, each delivering 
potential gains (or losses) to application performance. HPC admins can not reasonably provide coverage for 
navigating this world without the benefit of intelligence.

From Static to Intelligent
Five Winning Strategies to Accelerate Engineering Innovation
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Rescale’s approach is to provide an intelligent control plane to help IT/HPC take full advantage of cloud:

1. Financial controls – Enables budget monitoring, alerting, and enforcement, helping to give business 
leaders visibility into the value and impact of HPC jobs

2. Security and access controls – Provides granular controls over users, access, software versions, and 
workflows, to meet compliance and security requirements

3. Multi-team controls – Enables secure and shared workspaces for better engineering collaboration inside 
and between companies

4. Software and software license controls – Enables IT teams to manage their application portfolios to 
ensure projects efficiently use the right license at the right time

5. Infrastructure architecture controls – Defines enterprise policies on which architectures can be used by 
which teams to maximize cost/performance or simulation throughput, based on performance intelligence

As more users and software / hardware architectures need to be support by HPC organizations, intelligence 
becomes critical to capturing the value of cloud-based HPC. This intelligence also needs to be coupled with an 
automation engine to help make better technical, business, and operational choices that can otherwise be 
unmanageable for engineering and IT organizations. 

● Deliver R&D computing-as-a-service - 
any applications, templates, 
workflows, data, and infrastructure 
available on demand

● Automate hybrid cloud 
infrastructures - compute, storage, 
networking, workstations, across data 
center and clouds

Any
infrastructure

● SW + HW performance 
intelligence

● Pricing, budgeting, and  
planning intelligence

● User and simulation 
workflow intelligence

● Security and 
compliance intelligence

Rescale control plane Rescale intelligence

Any 
application

Enabling IT & HPC organizations to:

Sample workload where an AWS architecture provides competitive 
per-core performance and value, with high capacity

Sample workload where an Azure architecture delivers best 
per-core value and performance 

15
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IT/HPC Management Automation

A built-for-the-cloud approach to HPC management starts by recognizing that the cloud as a dynamic 
environment can provide a broad range of possibilities, from positive (e.g., on-demand access to scale) to 
negative (e.g., cloud overspend).  Additionally, most HPC organizations are new to cloud, and don’t have the 
in-house talent or expertise to manage cloud-based infrastructures. 

Therefore, for IT/HPC to be successful with cloud, unprecedented levels of automation are required. This should 
include a unified experience for multi-cloud operations, built-in security and compliance with automated 
encryption, and adherence to all relevant leading security and compliance standards. Admins need to define 
policies and have confidence their policies will be applied, from managing spend, approving software and 
architectures, as well as data access and sharing policies.

Rescale’s intelligent control plane provides a single pane of glass for visibility, control, and automation, for both IT 
and HPC service owners. Organizations can have company-wide administrators, as well as workspaces,defined to 
individual business units, each with their own administrators. Policies can be defined on security configs (e.g., 
password policies, MFA), approved architectures, software packages used, as well as which users are able to 
define job templates to help ensure best practices among engineers.

Additionally, Rescale provides service level guarantees for the successful completion of compute jobs, and 
automates load balancing between cloud provider regions and hardware architectures. Many customers have 
shared that without Rescale, they would not be successful in transitioning their HPC workloads to cloud.

5

HPC Built for the Cloud is Automated

Traditional HPC is Manual

The traditional HPC approach is usually script-based and therefore manual for managing engineering workflows 
and IT operations. There is no easy and fast way for engineers to automate end-to-end workflows for efficiency, 
nor for IT to automate control of multi-cloud infrastructure, applications, and security with specific policies,  
without having to custom build IT management for separate systems, or to handle data protection and 
compliance manually.

Complete workflow 
management

Single point of control for 
multi-cloud

Data protection & security 
management

End-to-end visibility on 
engineering usage and spend

From Manual to Automated
Five Winning Strategies to Accelerate Engineering Innovation
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Placement Clock Tree 
Synthesis Post CTS Route Post Route 

Optimization

Structure Scaffold Docking

Electronic Design Automation

Engineering and R&D Automation

Supporting computational science and engineering objectives is often not about running a single compute job, but 
rather about enabling an entire computational pipeline. In such a pipeline, the outputs of one job may be 
incorporated directly into another. In some cases, each of these compute jobs might use different software from 
different vendors, and leverage different architectures.  

A built-for-the-cloud approach to HPC takes advantage of cloud’s scale, optionality, and connected nature, and 
applies automation. With this approach, the user can easily access any software needed along with the data 
required. The best suitable architecture is available to the user on demand. And users are able to save, share, and 
version control an entire computational pipeline. By automating the entire analytics process, engineers and 
scientists can accelerate their design iteration cycles.

Mesh Simulate 
Operation Analyze

Automotive Engineering

Computational Pipeline Examples

Computational Chemistry

Rescale’s intelligent control plane approach provides an architecture for ecosystem integration, which enables 
organizations to automate entire computational pipelines that may combine different applications, compute 
architectures, storage devices, and even cloud providers. Rescale supports automation of these pipelines and 
helps ensure that the compute job at each step is running the most performant and cost effective architecture. 
Through integration with leading product lifecycle management (PLM) or simulation process & data 
management (SPDM) solutions, this process can also work with an organization's existing R&D tools.
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HPC Built for the Cloud Enables Digital Transformation 
and Delivers Measurable Impact 
By reimagining the engineering and R&D experience using what’s possible from cloud and automation, a 
built-for-the-cloud approach starts with the goal of optimizing R&D throughput, beginning with the user, not the 
hardware they use. This approach is highly consistent with the goal of digital transformation, where the goal is to 
change how people and teams interact and eliminate bottlenecks.

Based on Rescale customer experiences, a built-for-the-cloud approach to HPC has demonstrated improved R&D 
throughput, enabling R&D to explore larger problems to solve, accelerate run time of compute jobs, and improve 
collaboration. Additionally, intelligent automation has been proven to optimize cost/time-to-solve tradeoffs, help 
customers take advantage of the latest computing architectures, all while providing secure and compliant 
operations. 

 

140x
User-Centric
Context-sensitive data on demand, 
simple, SaaS-like UX for engineering and 
R&D

Reduction in job setup & 
submission time with Rescale 
platform for new workloads

223%
Unlimited
Any scale, any architecture, any 
application, any cloud, any type of 
workload

More iterations on Rescale than 
previous HPC infrastructure

93%
Connected
Multi-team collaboration & multi-system 
analytics and insights

Of Rescale customers share 
simulation jobs, design models 
and results

160%
Intelligent
Continuous performance optimization of 
to take advantage of latest architectures 
and optimize software licensing use 

Greater performance of 
engineering applications on 
optimal CSP architectures

>70%
Automated
Workflow & computational pipeline 
automation, policy-based operations and 
security 

Reduction in time-to-answer 
with design exploration
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Conclusions
Cloud transformation for enterprise computing has created new ways for businesses to engage customers, and 
disrupted commerce across industries. While a lift-and-shift approach to HPC cannot deliver the full benefits of 
cloud, a built-for-the-cloud HPC approach can be transformative, delivering new levels of productivity for 
engineering and R&D. 

Businesses that use a built-for-the cloud approach to HPC can dramatically enhance their computational science 
and engineering capabilities, and create new ways to capture value and develop new revenue streams.

Accelerate time to market - Combining multiphysics simulations with rapid prototyping to 
quickly fine tune designs and accelerate time to value of new product innovations.

Adopt digital twins - Simulating a product’s interaction with real-world scenarios when physical 
prototyping is impractical, or combining simulation with product sensor data to predict product 
performance.

Combine AI/ML with simulation - Using simulations to predict how a product may perform 
across a full range of potential designs, and building surrogate models based on simulation data 
to quickly identify potential designs based on product objectives.

New computation-enabled product or services - Using cloud’s scale and connected nature to 
create new possibilities for science and engineering. Examples include cloud-based collaboration 
platforms for seamless interaction between product designers and manufacturers, and using 
simulation to do everything from verifying designs to validating manufacturing. 

By employing a built-for-the-cloud approach to HPC, enterprises can not only commercialize new innovations 
faster, but also better manage business risk and improve operations.  HPC built for the cloud is therefore a 
foundational element to digital transformation for engineering and R&D-driven organizations.

“Technological complexity in our clients’ demands is growing, so we need to have 
the computational capabilities to support them. Having access to HPC on demand 
through Rescale was a game changer - on our largest jobs, we see a 5-10x 
increase in speed of computing. Now we can take on more and larger client 
projects and don’t have to make compromises to meet our clients’ needs.”

“One of my favorite things about Rescale is that I don’t have to worry about waiting 
in a queue or wondering if or when my job is going to run. I can also tailor the 
computational resources for the client’s problem at hand, enabling me to run jobs 
10x faster or explore 10x more design parameters.” 

Customer Spotlight
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Digital 
Engineering

Workload 
Optimization

Intelligent 
Automation

Security & 
Compliance

About Rescale

Rescale is high performance computing built for the cloud to empower engineers while giving 
IT security and control. From supersonic jets to personalized medicine, industry leaders are 
bringing new product innovations to market with unprecedented speed and efficiency with 
Rescale, a cloud platform delivering intelligent full-stack automation and performance 
optimization. IT leaders use Rescale to deliver HPC-as-a-Service with a secure control plane to 
deliver any application, on any architecture, at any scale on their cloud of choice.

Learn more about high performance computing built for the cloud:

rescale.com

Get in touch 
with our team of 

experts

Start your free 
trial today

View additional 
resource

https://rescale.com/request-demo/
https://rescale.com/resources/
https://platform.rescale.com/signup/
http://www.rescale.com/
https://rescale.com/request-demo/
https://rescale.com/request-demo/
https://rescale.com/request-demo/
https://rescale.com/request-demo/
https://platform.rescale.com/signup/
https://rescale.com/resources/

